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This is the third bock on evangelism by Princeton's Professor of

Ministry and Evangelism. All three should be required reading in these

days of renewed emphasis in the church on evangelism.. His first bopk.

The Oak Lane Story , drew on his experience as a city pastor and pleads

for an evangelism that will break through the barriers of race and

prejudice that cripple cities and divide churches. The second stressed

sensitivity to human needs. It was called Service Evangelism and

reminded the church that evangelism is for the salvation and well-being

of others, not primarily for the enrichment or growth of the church.

His new book begins with the uncomfortable discovery that though

few churches will accept evangelistic responsibility "without the active

leadership, support ard involvement of the pastor", too often the pastor

is "the bottleneck in the process", not the enabler. But Armstrong does

not scold, he encourages.

His first chapters sympathetically review some of the negative

images that prejudice pastors against evangelism, and plead for a more

positive understanding of the evangelistic possibilities of the pastoral

office. His working definition is simple and scriptural: evangelism

is"the proclamation of the gospel" as the good news preached by Jesus

and about Jesus in the New Testament. He saves this from

oversimplification by proceeding at once to consider a number of

amplifying descriptions of evangelism which point out the indispensable

relationships of evangelism to ministry, mission, witness and social

action.

But whatever its wider contexts may be, not everything the church

does is evangelism, for Armstrong's thesis is that evangelism remains

evangelism only when its intentional, integrating focus is on the

Christian message of God's gift of grace in Jesus Christ. Yet IsSTthere

is evangelistic concern, there can be an evangelistic thrust in all the

pastoral relationships of the parish. The key, says Armstrong, is in

the willingness to share the faith with others, "reaching out.. in

Christian love.. in such a way that they will freely respond and want to



commit themselves to trust, love and obey God" as disciples of Jesus

Christ.

The chapter titles make clear that the author's purpose is
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practical, helpful assistance irF^O^t- k>T3S^r~pa s t o ra 1 evangelism. "The

Pastor's Evangelistic Responsibilities" is a guide through seme of the

intellectual, professional and emotional barriers that make pastors

suspicious of evangelism or ineffective in it. Another on "The Pastor's

Personal Faith" makes the obvious but seldom discussed point that "You

can't share your faith if you don't have a faith to share." Faith, says

Armstrong, is a gift of God's grace, centered on Christ, and calling for

total commitment. The fact that it is God's gift, not the pastor's,

takes the arrogance cut of sharing it with others.

Other chapters include e valuable series of suggestions on how the

pastor can relate evangel istical ly in the parish with different age

groups, problem parishioners, staff, and perhaps most difficult of all,

with his or her own family. There are sections cn evangelistic styles,

and on the difference between evangelistic preaching and sharing the

faith in small groups or one on one. | When Armstrong reminds ministers

that "theology is the church's conversation with itself; evangelism is

the church's conversation with the world," he is speaking from

experience. He knows the world of the church as pastor and professor,

but he also knows the worlds of baseball and advertising, and of music

and poetry, and he served in World War II.

This is more than another how-to-do-it book for pastors. The

author's solid base in scripture, his persuasive theological clarity and

integrity in personal witness make it important reading for anyone

challenged by the church's rediscovery of the urgency of evangelism. It

is possible that if Presbyterians, not to mention others, would give
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themselves to evangelism as effectively as Arm s t r o n g Sirites about it,

the current tide of mainline denominational decline could be reversed.

In any case, this thoughtful, warm-hearted book belongs on any list of

the best writing on evangelism being done today.
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